
xetto® –
the multipurpose system 
that goes where you go.



xetto® moves 
With xetto®, you can easily transport up to 250 kilograms of cargo, without physical 
strain. Thanks to its 160 mm casters, it easily overcomes curbs and uneven terrain as 
high as 25 mm. The system negotiates vehicle sills, steps and comparable obstacles of 
up to 800 mm. Measuring 1,175 by 800 mm, the load area offers space for most things 
that might be transported as part of the daily routine. Brakes prevent it from rolling 
away. Special xetto® accessories optimize usage possibilities, provide protection against 
dirt and moisture, and ensure cargo is transported safely.

xetto® lifts
The xetto® lifts heavy equipment and materials up to a height of more than one meter. 
This allows tools and materials to be used ergonomically at eye level and working height 
with ease, turning xetto® into a mobile assembly aid or a height-adjustable work bench 
at the job site.

xetto® loads
The core of xetto® is the powerful micro hydraulic and kinematic system. For loading, 
xetto® lifts its load to a maximum sill height of 800 mm and into the vehicle, ”climbs“
in behind it, and stows itself beneath the cargo. Unloading is equally simple: xetto®
extends out of the vehicle and creates a solid footing for itself, allowing the cargo to 
be conveniently unloaded and moved at the destination.

... and goes where you go
Transport cart, lifting platform and lift truck all in one – Where previously you needed multiple pieces of 
equipment and several people for different applications to move, lift or load and unload heavy cargo, 
you now only need one: xetto®. The innovative loading and transport system combines numerous functions 
in a single device, making it the perfect all-in-one solution. The best feature: xetto® also goes where you go.Mit 
dem xetto® können Lasten bis 250 Kilogramm einfach, gesundheitsschonend und ohne kräftezehrenden Aufwand  befördert

xetto® moves, lifts and loads cargo 
and goes everywhere you go.



 

Faster: 
3 times as fast
The xetto® offers sufficient room for everything – tools and 
materials weighing up to 250 kg – which saves an average of 
two thirds of back-and-forth trips per job.

Less expensive: 
Eliminates need for second person
The xetto® allows many jobs to be done alone, freeing up the 
second person to perform other tasks. The helper during 
transport, lifting and loading, that's now xetto®.

More independent:
Doing it alone
With xetto®, you are no longer dependent on the situation  
encountered at the job site. The system eliminates the need to 
organize help from forklift trucks, lifting platforms or industrial 
trucks.

Healthier: 
Reducing strain on the back
Lifting, transporting, loading and unloading: now xetto®  
does it all. And if you use it as a mobile work bench, tools and 
materials are always at hand at an ergonomic and convenient 
height.

Conclusion:
The xetto® helps businesses be faster, more cost-effective 
and independent. The system makes work more efficient and 
less strenuous, while making it possible to accept more jobs.

xetto® – the heavy lifter with many benefits.
xetto® is an asset for any company.

The entrepreneur Andreas Willnecker 
manages a small mechanical engineering 
business in the Allgäu region.

He utilizes a light truck in his daily work. The xetto® 
is his constant companion. The heavy lifter has 
been a worthwhile investment for the entrepreneur 
because …

… he used xetto® 247 days last year 
(number of work days in 2017 in Bavaria).

… he can accept 100 additional jobs per year  
(2 jobs more per week) since he operates alone 
on-site, while the second technician carries out 
other tasks.

… xetto® saves him 2 / 3 of back-and-forth trips, 
and loading and unloading now take him only  
ten minutes, instead of the 30 minutes before.

… xetto® reduces the strain on his back following 
a slipped disk. He is now also experiencing  
fewer absences due to employee sick days in  
the business.

For Andreas Willnecker, the purchase cost has paid for itself in less  
than five months. Since then, he saves money on a daily basis and puts 
his resources to work more profitably.

247
+ 100
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 The xetto® offers exceptional yet
simple handling.
Michael Reinhoffer, Sales Manager for 
Schöler Fördertechnik AG in Rheinfelden

 The xetto® can be easily used by a single person, 
making it efficient and convenient. 
Viviane Müller, Managing Director of 24 You Synergy

 There are products that make you wonder what
 took so long. The xetto® undoubtedly falls into this category. 
The system is incredibly easy to operate and provides 
genuine support you won't want to do without.
Stephan Keppler, editor of the trade magazine NFM

 The xetto® is an excellent transport aid that offers 
high flexibility and utility. We were excited about xetto® and 
can definitely recommend it. 
Andreas Aepler, editor of the trade magazine TRANSPORTER

 The xetto® is simply a fantastic 
piece of equipment! 
Helmut Solleder from Logistik Xtra, Linde The xetto® is great; it truly lends a 

helping hand and offers relief. In light of possibly 
eliminating the need for a second person, 
xetto® could quickly amortize in a business.
Mark Schmiechen, editor of the trade magazine 
Maschinen&Technik

Transporting tires for 
intralogistics purposes

Unloading palletized goods

Loading heavy equipment

Loading vehicles with built-in storage

Loading of equipment on casters
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xetto® has exciting practical applications.

Maximum payload 250 kg
Lifting time approx. 20 seconds
Weight approx. 95 kg
Load area 1,175 mm x 800 mm
Sill height max. 800 mm
Power pack   Li-ion batteryu 14.4 V / 6 Ah, 

hydraulics, electronics

Technical data
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Aluminum ramp

Airline-style lashing 
strap with hook
Automatic lashing strap to 
ensure xetto® is secured easily 
and safely in the vehicle.

xetto® is as individual as your applications.

230 V charger 
For charging the 
rechargeable xetto® 
battery using a power 
outlet.

Accessories 
We offer a comprehensive range of accessories 
for your specific needs.

We will be happy to assist you with the selection of suitable accessory 
solutions that meet your individual needs. One of these special-
purpose solutions addresses the loading of equipment on casters. 
We have developed an aluminum ramp that is optimized for xetto®. 
The ramp is simply attached to the airline-style track rails – both at
the front and on the sides – and ensures safe loading of xetto®.

Car charger
For the 12 Volt socket 
in the vehicle.

Additional battery
Original xetto® 
additional battery.

Airline-style cord netting
Secures small parts to prevent
 them from sliding and / or falling
 out of containers.

Airline-style lashing strap
Automatic lashing strap 
to ensure cargo is secured 
easily and safely.

Airline-style tarpaulin
Protects the cargo against 
moisture and soiling.

Leasing
With the xetto® leasing program, you benefit from 
attractive offers under fair terms and conditions. 
As a result, you avoid a one-time investment and your 
only monthly operating expense is the moderate 
leasing cost.

There are plenty of good reasons to lease a xetto®.

 Product, leasing and service: 
everything from a single source

Easy & fast processing

Contractual flexibility

Financial planning certainty

Improved liquidity & profitability

 Does not affect existing credit 
availability

For more information, refer to our leasing flyer.

Accessories

Edge protection
Prevents damage 
to the edges of the 
transported goods.



March 2017
xetto® wins iF gold award

”This simple transport system for small and medium-sized firms 
revolutionizes the transport and loading process for cargo. The design  
solves a number of complex problems using a simple approach.“ 
(statement from the panel of judges)

July 2017
xetto® receives Red Dot Best of the Best award

”The xetto® innovative comfort loading system features an impressive  
design that found a clever way to simplify a difficult task, namely the  
handling of heavy loads. Its innovative, yet also ergonomically well-crafted 
concept is an expression of a user-oriented mindset. The system combines 
effectiveness with a new kind of safety. Its design was precisely tailored to 
the needs of those who use it on construction sites.“  
(statement from the panel of judges)

October 2017
1st place for xetto® at handling award 2017

”There has never been a loading system that is so compact that it fits  
under the cargo in practically any station wagon. The benefits for the user 
and the fact that it can be used universally in industry, commerce and 
trade make the product worthy of an award.“
(statement from the panel of judges)

1. Platz

xetto

xetto® is a multiple award winner.



HOERBIGER is a worldwide leader in the microhydraulics field. The company’s core competency is to apply 
extremely strong forces in the smallest space. You can find HOERBIGER technology in the majority of  
convertible tops, but also in aerospace or medical technology. As a pioneer in technological niche markets, 
HOERBIGER has developed innovations offering unrivaled benefits to the customer for more than 100 years.

HOERBIGER Automotive Komfortsysteme GmbH 
Martina-Hörbiger-Straße 5 
86956 Schongau, Germany 
Phone:  + 49 (0)8861 210-3030 
E-Mail:  xetto@hoerbiger.com
www.xetto.com
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